The NASA Engineering and Safety Center (NESC) recently completed an in-depth assessment to identify a comprehensive set of engineering considerations for the Design, Development, Test and Evaluation (DDT&E) of safe and reliable human-rated spacecraft systems. Reliability subject matter experts, discipline experts, and systems engineering experts were brought together to synthesize the current "best practices" both at the spacecraft system and subsystems levels. The objective of this paper is to summarize, for the larger Community of Practice, the initial set of Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) engineering Best Practices as identified by this NESC assessment process.
I. Introduction
he NASA Engineering and Safety Center (NESC) is an independent technical resource that was formed in the wake of the Columbia tragedy to provide assessments of and recommendations to NASA programs on engineering and safety issues. A brief overview of the NESC organization along with a detailed portrayal of the operations of the NESC's GN&C Technical Discipline Team (TDT) is presented in Reference 1.
III. GN&C Engineering Best Practices
In the following pages of this paper the twenty-two individual GN&C System DDT&E Best Practices from Volume 2 of Reference 2 are each presented in a condensed one-page format. The authors encourage interested readers to obtain and review the original and complete version of each Best Practice, as documented in Reference 2, which contains an extended narrative as well as specific relevant linkages to a large set of real world mishap examples. In the following 22 pages, each Best Practice is first succinctly stated and then followed by a supporting technical discussion. Some of these discussions are illustrated with specific Lessons Learned from space mission failures and mishaps that occurred as a direct result of not observing the specific GN&C Best Practice. Lastly, a set of relevant questions is listed for each Best Practice identifying detailed areas for reviewers to probe.
IV. Summary
This paper has presented the initial set of the NESC GN&C TDT's Best Practices for review and comment by the larger GN&C engineering Community of Practice. The NESC GN&C TDT welcomes constructive comments on the information presented.
The NESC GN&C TDT solicits further information from the Community on specific GN&C DDT&E Lessons Learned derived from both crewed and robotic flight system project experiences. Feedback commentary on the Best Practices presented herein and any new GN&C Best Practice information should be directed to the paper's primary author. The GN&C TDT plans to maintain, distribute and periodically update, as comments and additional inputs are gathered, this initial set of GN&C Best Practices for broad general use by the GN&C Community of Practice.
GN&C Best Practice #1

Conduct a comprehensive and iterative GN&C subsystem architectural development activity very early in the DDT&E process.
The up-front "architecting-in" of robustness and reliability must be an integral part of the early steps of the GN&C Systems Engineering process. The selected architecture will directly influence the physical complexity, functional behavior, and performance of the GN&C subsystem, along with the related properties of safety, ease of implementation, operational complexity, affordability, robustness, serviceability, adaptability, flexibility, and scalability. A superior spacecraft GN&C architecture typically emerges from multiple iterations between the architects/designers and the stakeholder/customer/end user communities in which trades are performed between the mission requirements, operations concepts and resources constraints. Cost impacts (dollars, mass, power, etc.) should be understood for all GN&C requirements. "Tall pole" GN&C requirements should be clearly identified.
Desirable GN&C architectures allow for growth in the mission set and have high measures of effectiveness, safety, reliability, affordability, and sustainability. Inferior architectures may be "brittle" with few robustness qualities, overly complex (thereby masking adverse interactions and couplings), difficult to produce, test, operate, support, service, and upgrade. They are often prohibitively costly to adapt to evolving mission scenarios as the lifecycle extends beyond the anticipated time frame of the spacecraft's service life.
Parametric analyses, trade studies and error budgets should be used extensively to help guide the formulation of GN&C architectures and design concepts early in the DDT&E process. A lesson learned from the Apollo-era GN&C developers was the importance of early "hands-on" involvement by astronauts/crew in the formulation of the GN&C architecture. Early involvement and participation by system operators in GN&C system architectural decisions, and the subsequent design iterations, should return a significant payoff in safe and reliable mission operations over the spacecraft lifecycle.
Relevant Investigations:
1. Have the high-level mission objectives that drive GN&C design been defined, documented and clearly communicated? Same for subsystemlevel functional, performance, and interface requirements that drive the GN&C architecture. 2. Have all the unique GN&C subsystem operational states/modes to be employed throughout the mission profile been identified? 3. Has the minimalist GN&C configuration that supports the mission objectives been defined as the starting point for architectural development? 4. Have the bounding environment, performance and reliability/fault tolerance requirements been determined for each GN&C mode? 5. Have multiple candidate GN&C architectures been defined and developed? What process, criteria, and measures of effectiveness were used to assess/evaluate competing architectures? 6. What is the conceptual basis and technical rationale for the overall GN&C architecture selected? Which particular GN&C requirements drove the selection of this architecture? 7. What process was used to select the type, size and number of the GN&C sensor and actuator hardware? How were the GN&C algorithms and flight/ground software elements selected? 8. Was the selection of the GN&C navigation and attitude sensor suite based upon performance requirements as well as the need for diversity of sensors in order to provide the capability to identify and eliminate faulty sensors? 9. Have all Single Point Failures (SPFs) in the GN&C architecture been identified and documented? 10. How will the crew interact with the GN&C? 11. Does the spacecraft GN&C architecture exploit hardware and software elements common to other spacecraft in the same product line? 12. What provisions in the selected architecture provide a "never give up" GN&C backup capability that keeps the crew safe if primary systems fail or become temporarily unavailable? 13. How sensitive/vulnerable is the GN&C architecture to faults, degradations, and failures in other spacecraft subsystems to which it is coupled and reliant upon? 14. Does the GN&C architecture compensate for the fact that GN&C components are subject not only to "hard" failure and malfunction, but also to degradation over the mission life? 15. Have the GN&C system architects utilized risk assessment techniques and reliability modeling to ensure the identification of all mission success and safety drivers? Is there a comprehensive understanding and awareness of risk likelihood versus risk consequence?
GN&C Best Practice #2
Search out, identify, and define all the interdisciplinary interactions and relationships that exist between the GN&C subsystem and other spacecraft subsystems.
An extremely important role of the GN&C Systems Engineer is the communication and coordination with other spacecraft subsystem leads. Neglecting, ignoring, over-simplifying, or overlooking the critical need for compatible design interactions between the GN&C subsystem and the other spacecraft subsystems can compromise the ability of the spacecraft to meet the desired requirements or can lead to mission mishaps and/or failures. The GN&C Systems Engineer needs to fully understand and appreciate the GN&C subsystem's relationship and interactions (in all forms) with the other spacecraft subsystems. Beware of complexity that can mask adverse interactions and couplings. All such relationships and interactions should be rigorously documented. Specific cases where the lack of full understanding and proper treatment of these relationships has led to failure or mishap include the TIMED and DART missions. The GN&C subsystem lead needs to fully define, through negotiations with other subsystem leads, and formally document the following:
 A summary description/schedule of those products that the GN&C subsystem lead needs to deliver to either the other spacecraft subsystem leads for their use in their subsystem-level design process or to the Spacecraft Systems Engineering lead. 
GN&C Best Practice #3
Ensure a comprehensive set of Abort/Safe Haven strategies are formulated, and that Abort or Safe Haven functional capabilities are implemented, for all mission phases.
The GN&C system must operate not only under routine flight conditions but also must serve to ensure the safety of the crew under the extreme flight conditions when severe spacecraft (and launch vehicle) system degradations, malfunctions and failures occur.
An Abort strategy must be formulated to drive the actions to be taken to remove the spacecraft (with its crew) from an intolerably unsafe and possibly hazardous dynamic state. This unsafe condition could arise from many different problems that span the entire mission envelope. Aborts during launch and ascent will prematurely terminate the mission in order to return the crew safely to Earth. There could possibly be Abort scenarios where the mission is continued but with highly altered and much less ambitious objectives than were originally planned. In other cases, an Abort could result in the spacecraft being temporarily placed in a Safe Haven Mode.
Abort planning, including the definition of specific abort modes, is complex because of the myriad of potential mission contingencies that should be identified and evaluated. The Abort strategy will be constrained heavily by the GN&C architecture and conversely, as the requirements for certain Abort capabilities are refined through Systems Engineering analyses, they may drive changes to the existing GN&C design and capabilities. Abort planning should cover a wide range of potential system degradation, malfunctions, and failures. Anomalous conditions such as launch vehicle engine failures, engine under-performance, propellant tank leakage, crew cabin pressure leakage, loss of electrical power, loss of vehicle cooling, etc. are typically considered when doing Abort planning. A detailed risk assessment analysis should be used to guide this Abort planning. Abort planning will first consider those phases of the mission where risk levels are the highest and where the time-constants of the system dynamics are so short (relative to human detection/reaction times) that extensive on-board human intervention by the crew is precluded.
Good spacecraft engineering practice would dictate consideration of a Safe Haven attitude control mode to be entered in spacecraft emergencies. Its primary purpose is to stabilize the spacecraft by damping angular rates to within pre-set limits. A secondary purpose is to control the attitude of the spacecraft in a power-safe and thermalsafe orientation that allows communications with the ground operations to be re-established.
The Safe Haven mode should behave very predictably while minimizing its demands on the rest of the spacecraft to facilitate spacecraft survival, diagnosis, and recovery. For example, as the NEAR spacecraft approached rendezvous with the asteroid EROS it had a propulsion system anomaly that caused loss of contact within 37 seconds. Since the round-trip light time was nearly 40 minutes, it was critical that the ACS could operate autonomously in Sun Safe mode for the next 27 hours until communication was restored. The GN&C equipment used to implement this Safe Haven function should be as separate and independent as possible from the equipment used by the primary spacecraft attitude control system. The Safe Haven mode design must take into account the spacecraft thermal design, mechanical design (including array orientation and mass properties), and attitude control electronics design. Safe Haven is driven by the GN&C subsystem but clearly is a spacecraft System-level issue. 
GN&C Best Practice #4
Host mission critical GN&C flight software processing functions on a spacecraft processor with sufficient computational power and assign sufficient processing priority to execute at the necessary frequency that has been established by analysis.
In virtually all spacecraft, the reliable realtime execution of GN&C flight software on a digital flight computer is an absolute requirement for mission success. In most applications, the GN&C sensor measurement data are acquired and processed on a cyclical basis. These sensor-processing algorithms are mode-dependent and are used to compute the spacecraft's dynamic state. Sensor data is processed by controller algorithms to compute actuator commands, which are then output cyclically to force and torque producing devices. In addition, GN&C Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) processing must be performed as well as the GN&C command/telemetry processing functions. All these GN&C realtime software tasks must be scheduled and performed flawlessly at the prescribed cyclic frequencies that have been established by analysis for each mode of operation.
A digital computer, along with its realtime operating system, must be carefully selected by the GN&C developer to adequately perform the scheduling and execution of GN&C processing tasks in such a way that the demanding flight safety critical timing requirements are reliably met with margin. Flight safety critical "hard realtime" processing systems, such as a spacecraft's GN&C system, are different from other processing systems because a failure to satisfy timing requirements may have unacceptable consequences for the mission. These hard realtime systems operate in an environment that has stringent safety and response time constraints.
The result of missing a deadline imposed on a GN&C task execution may be catastrophic. For this reason, there should be a great emphasis early in the design stage on the selection of a digital computer, and its RealTime Operating System (RTOS), that can satisfy GN&C processing requirements with demonstrable margin. A relevant example of this occurred during powered descent of the Apollo 11 LM when a guidance computer problem occurred which threatened the success of the landing. A previously encountered, but uncorrected problem in the Apollo 11 LM's rendezvous radar's computer interface stole approximately 13% of the computer's duty cycle resulting in five program alarms and software restarts. The guidance computer had become overloaded and it had more work to perform than processing capability.
Relevant Investigations:
1. What is the basis for GN&C FSW code, data, and throughput requirements? 2. How were the GN&C computational power and processing priority requirements established and how will they be verified? 3. What is the rationale for selection of the flight computer that will perform the GN&C flight software processing (i. 
GN&C Best Practice #5
Ensure that autonomous GN&C fault management is be independent of all hardware and software that might be involved in either causing or diagnosing a fault.
The spacecraft should have an independent Safe Haven attitude control mode to be entered in spacecraft emergencies. Safe Haven Mode should behave very predictably using components that are completely independent of those used to diagnose the fault. The same sensor (e.g. a gyro) cannot be relied upon to monitor the performance of a control loop if it is also used as an element of that control loop. Correct diagnosis is more certain when a diverse set of dissimilar hardware and/or software is used to perform FDIR. The fault management system (particularly the software) can be a source of single-point failures. Inaccurate situational awareness can lead to wrong disposition. Faulty sensor data may create a phantom problem and spoof the fault management system into taking precipitous actions such as resets. Resets must be managed with care to avoid the possibility of becoming trapped in an endless cycle of resets. In addition, a reset during anomalous conditions may reset relays into a dangerous state. Fault protection must take proper action regardless of spacecraft state.
If a fault is detected that may have been caused by a control actuator, then that actuator should be disabled and a functionally redundant actuator substituted for it. For example, if the reaction wheels fail to control attitude then a backup set of thrusters might be used in their place. Special care must be exercised if a fault is detected during thrusting operations. Any thrusters that may have been involved in causing the fault must be disabled.
Both the Clementine and NEAR spacecraft had long sequences of improper thruster commands from their flight computers while out of contact with the ground. After mapping the Moon, Clementine was injected into an Earth swingby orbit to continue its mission with a planned flyby of a near-Earth asteroid. The on-board software crashed which caused telemetry to freeze and the computer to erroneously fire ACS thrusters for 11 minutes. A "watchdog timer" algorithm, designed to stop the thrusters from continuously firing, could not execute because the computer had crashed. Clementine was left spinning at 80 rpm with no ACS fuel left to despin, thus ending its mission.
The Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) mission decided, partly due to Clementine's experience, to use a different burn philosophy: 1) There would be no burns with critical timing and 2) If an anomaly was detected during a burn it was better to shutdown, correct the problem if any, and try again. The mission plan provided a second opportunity to achieve a capture orbit at the asteroid. The watchdog function was hardwired in case the computer shut down. These were wise decisions because as NEAR started to rendezvous with its asteroid, the main engine burn aborted within a fraction of a second after bi-propellant initiation due to on-board software limits being exceeded. The S/C signal was lost 37 seconds following abort and the attitude control system operated autonomously for the next 27 hours, until communication were restored and the computer could be rebooted. During that time, NEAR's thrusters fired thousands of times, but each firing lasted only a fraction of a second before being cut off by the still-operative watchdog timer. Subsequently, given a second rendezvous opportunity, NEAR entered orbit around the asteroid Eros and successfully completed its mission.
Relevant Investigations:
1. Can a single credible fault (e.g. a failed gyro) both trigger Safe Haven entry and then cause Safe Haven failure? 2. In the event of a fault, will the spacecraft autonomous management system and the ground controller be provided with correct information? 3. Does Safe Haven require ground intervention? 4. Can a momentary wiring short in the bus reset all relays into an undesired configuration? 5. Is the system designed to revert to "last known good state"? Are there system elements that can "fail silent"? 6. Does the fault management design consider all operational possibilities such as solar array mispointing, engine abort, or eclipse transient? 7. Will the fault correction software execute if there is a major anomaly such as a computer freeze? 8. Will the fault management system be tested on the flight spacecraft before launch? 9. Is the fault management system enabled only in those mission phases where it serves a useful purpose? 10. What are the safety positive interlocks in the architecture for inhibiting thruster firings during prescribed "no fire" periods (e.g., during EVAs or during fault diagnosis periods)? 11. What are the system requirements and design drivers that establish the time constraints on entry into Safe Haven and the maximum time period that Safe Haven can be maintained?
GN&C Best Practice #6 Ensure that adequate Systems Engineering establishes, and properly flows down, the higher-level of GN&C requirements necessary for a multi-vehicle system of spacecraft that must safely interact during the Rendezvous, Proximity Operations, Docking, and Undocking (RPODU), as well as mated, operational phases of the mission.
The hardware and software implementation of a RPODU capability must be seamlessly architected, integrated, and coordinated between two or more interacting spacecraft GN&C subsystems. The requirements for the individual spacecraft GN&C systems should flow down from the overriding requirements for the coordinated guidance, navigation, and control of the interacting spacecraft.
The requirements, components, algorithms, operational methods and fundamental dynamics of the RPODU and the mated operational phases of the mission must be carefully factored into the GN&C architecture as early as possible in the DDT&E process. This is necessary to avoid potential operational complexity, inefficient use of ground and/or space resources, spacecraft collisions while docking or undocking, control system interactions, loss of control authority, and/or dynamic instabilities of mated spacecraft configurations. Due to different inertia properties, control system bandwidth, and pointing requirements following rendezvous and docking the control authority required for the mated configuration may not be compatible with that provided by the individual spacecraft. Flexibility effects on stability may become the dominant design driver if actuators and/or sensors that are located on different spacecraft modules are used to control the mated system.
The Demonstration of Autonomous Rendezvous Technology (DART) mission was to demonstrate that a preprogrammed and unaided spacecraft could independently rendezvous with a non-maneuvering and cooperating satellite (Reference 3). DART performed as planned during the early phases of its mission. During proximity operations, however, the spacecraft began using much more propellant than expected. Before its propellant supply was depleted, it began a series of maneuvers for departure and retirement. DART had actually collided with the target spacecraft a few minutes before initiating retirement. The DART Mishap Investigation Board (MIB) determined that there was an inadequate Systems Engineering process which failed to reveal a number of design issues contributing to the mishap. In some cases, there was insufficient system-level understanding of the potential effects of complete or partial loss of functionality. Performance requirements for critical capabilities, such as collision avoidance, were not detailed enough. Having adequate Systems Engineering is a critical lesson learned from the mishap that will help enable the future development of RPODU capabilities. 
GN&C Best Practice #7 Critically evaluate redundancy with identical GN&C hardware components to ensure that the net effect is an overall increase, rather than a decrease, in system reliability. Always keep in mind that redundancy inherently adds complexity.
Hardware redundancy is used to tolerate hardware failures. However, redundancy is not always desirable in terms of GN&C fault management. If the primary and redundant units share the same current feed, software, or processor, one flaw in the primary component can cause the backup to fail in the same way. A redundant GN&C configuration using unproven components is not a solution. Examples include the experience with the HEAO spacecraft 6-gyro configuration that experienced failure of all six gyros and the Hubble Space Telescope that required several on-orbit gyro package replacements.
Only design diversity can mitigate design errors. Diversity uses redundant, dissimilar hardware and/or software and a method to establish which is working correctly. Hardware redundancy does not necessarily protect against software faults. Redundancy of function by a different implementation may provide safer fault management than redundancy with identical implementation.
When designing redundancies into systems, consider the use of non-identical approaches for backup, alternate, or redundant items to protect against the potential pitfall of common cause failures. A fundamental design deficiency can exist in both the prime and backup system if they are identical. For example, the rate gyros in the Skylab attitude control system were completely redundant systems, i.e., six rate gyros were available, two in each axis. However, the heater elements on all gyros were identical and had the same failure mode. Thus, there was no true redundancy and a separate set of gyros had to be sent up on Skylab 4 for an in-flight replacement.
The maiden flight of the Ariane 5 launcher on June 4, 1996 relied on identical GN&C hardware and software for redundancy. Unfortunately at about 39 seconds into the flight the primary Inertial Reference Unit (SRI-1) stopped sending correct attitude data to the On-Board Computer (OBC) due to a software exception. The OBC switched to the backup inertial unit, but SRI-2 also failed due to its independently determined software exception. The OBC could not switch back to SRI-1 so it took data that was actually part of a diagnostic message written to the data bus by SRI-2. This data was wrongly interpreted as flight data and used for Thrust Vector Control computations. The sudden gimballing of both solid booster nozzles and the Vulcain main engine, up to their physical limits, caused the angle of attack to increase sharply giving rise to intense aerodynamic loads leading to destruction of the vehicle.
A fundamental fault in using identical redundant systems containing both hardware and software is that software failure modes are quite different from those of hardware components. Hardware components are never perfectly identical and even slight differences will result in apparently random failures. Software failures are systematic because identical software is truly identical. The failure of the Skylab gyros was not immediately catastrophic because even though they had the same failure mechanism they failed at different times and humans had time to replace them. The failure of the Ariane Inertial Reference Units was immediately catastrophic because both systems failed simultaneously due to identical software.
Relevant Investigations:
1. Has the use of diverse GN&C components, to provide functional redundancy in the architecture, been traded against the resources that will be needed to source/procure, qualify, test and integrate these additional components? Heritage equipment fielded in a robotic orbital spacecraft mission or an aircraft application may not be applicable for use in a crewed vehicle, especially one envisioned for a Lunar or Mars venture. The capabilities may not be consistent with the flight requirements and operational modes. Any operating environment differences are likely to have serious implications. Their implementation in a Fail-Operational architecture may not be possible or may be complex with vulnerabilities.
There have been three noteworthy examples of this on the Shuttle Orbiter: inertial systems, GPS receivers, and processors. The original selection of the Shuttle Orbiter's inertial system was derived from the heritage experience of the KT-70 system fielded in tactical aircraft applications. Incompatibilities in equipment capabilities and environmental provisioning required extensive redesign resulting in essentially a customized configuration called "HAINS" for High Accuracy Inertial Navigation System. The selection of a tactical aircraft GPS receiver was inconsistent with space environment conditions and software limits on the velocity range and codes, etc.. These issues were only realized after commitment to this component. The initial selection of the Shuttle computer based on the tactical aircraft "4-Pi Processor" resulted in initial reliability problems and limitations in the fault tolerant implementation. Reliability and memory limitations led to an upgrade to an AP101S processor in later Shuttle usage.
Changes introduced to meet performance operational requirements have to be fully validated to assure that reliability objectives are met. Before committing to a lower cost heritage unit sufficient analysis and test is required to verify suitability in the new mission application. Any change in the application of previously developed hardware, software, or operational procedures may require a certain amount of redesign to ensure proper functionality in the new circumstances. For example, fault management circuits may need to be redesigned because when a heritage unit is scaled up, key parameters such as start-up current and rise time may change. Some changes may require complete re-qualification of the heritage component or process. Design upgrades made while an old unit sat on the shelf should be considered if an old unit is being re-commissioned for flight. It is not sufficient for the replacement parts or units to merely meet lot acceptance specifications. Component qualification must be based on sufficient engineering data. That a few items worked is not sufficient-statistical data may be required to show margin of safety.
Software reuse should be thoroughly analyzed to ensure suitability in a new environment, and all associated documentation, especially assumptions, should be reexamined. Removal of obsolete portions of the code should be considered if legacy software is being reused. Extensive testing, including software loop and path testing, should be performed at every level, from unit through system test, using realistic operational and exception scenarios. The software exception that caused the inertial reference units on Ariane 5 Flight 501 to stop supplying valid attitude data was caused by the reuse of unnecessary software from Ariane 4. The Ariane 5 trajectory was sufficiently different to cause an Operand Error when horizontal velocity exceeded the range of values for Ariane 4. The software had not been designed or tested for use with the Ariane 5 trajectory. Have replacement materials and parts that are used in "heritage equipment" been fully qualified? 5. Is the heritage hardware being assembled in exactly the same manner as the original or is it being built to print by some other process that may not be the equivalent of the original? 6. What is the requalification plan and process if the original hardware or software is being reused? 7. Under anomalous circumstances, is it possible for obsolete segments of legacy code to be executed? 8. Has the "heritage" of the unit being considered been analyzed for relevancy to the current mission application, especially in terms of the operating environment, parts, life, and other intrinsic characteristics?
GN&C Best Practice #9
Make certain that new GN&C technology is well qualified. It must have sufficient statistics to show an acceptable safety margin and flight proven alternatives must be identified.
Emerging GN&C technology has the potential to allow space missions to be performed more affordably, more safely, more reliably, more effectively and in new operational regimes. This technology promises either to provide GN&C performance previously unattainable, or to provide the same level of performance with fewer resources than previously required.
Currently there are multiple GN&C related items in the in technology pipeline (e.g., MEMS inertial sensors) at various level of Technology Readiness Level (TRL) maturity. However, there are very limited flight opportunities for any of these GN&C technologies to be validated on-orbit. It can be assumed that any technology assessed to be at a state less than TRL 7 (Prototype Demonstrated in Space Environment) will require significant funding and schedule resources to attain "flight qualified" status. Inclusion of emerging GN&C technologies (any item objectively evaluated to have a TRL less than 7) should be carefully considered, justified with a strong engineering rationale for its infusion, and carefully planned.
An example of this in the GN&C arena was the premature adoption in the mid-to-late 1980's time period of Ring Laser Gyro (RLG) technology as a substitute for the traditional spinning mass "iron" mechanical gyroscopes in some spacecraft attitude determination and control applications. The transition of the RLG technology was based upon the favorable insertion and performance of the RLG technology in inertial navigation systems for terrestrial, airborne and marine military platforms. The point is that when first infused into NASA space missions the RLGs were a non-space qualified technology. RLGs had not attained TRL 7 (i.e., prototype demonstration in an operational environment) in the space environment although it was in broad operational use (TRL 9) in the aforementioned terrestrial, airborne and marine applications. In retrospect life tests and better qualification may have prevented numerous on-orbit anomalies and failures with this RLG technology. 
GN&C Best Practice #10 "Design for Test": Consider the degree of difficulty of performing ground validation testing and pre-flight calibration when evaluating candidate GN&C subsystem architectures.
Design for test and the adequacy of the test capabilities often is an afterthought in design. Involvement of the test engineers in the design process enables definition of needed data interfaces and readouts that evidence both satisfactory operation and trending as well as failure isolation and often failure prediction capabilities. Early definition of test requirements provides a sound basis for test facility development and timely equipment readiness.
Making design provisions for test as an afterthought leaves uncertainties in function and increases the difficulty of isolating a failure mechanism in an integrated system. Special one-of-a-kind test configurations (e.g., break out boxes and digital waveform analyzers) implemented during the validation testing phases may allow extensive data access but cannot (and should not) be carried forward in the full-up system flight configuration. Similarly an overemphasis of the hardware test point concept is difficult to be realized in a flight configuration and may be undesirable. The Block I Apollo GN&C hardware configuration implemented extensive test point connectors in the hardware elements and was only consistent with an ad-hoc debugging process, which introduced possible failure modes. This cumbersome and risky method was abandoned in the Block II flight hardware. Instead, Block II relied on availability of a telemetry data stream and key performance indicators. In this improved Block II design, sufficient data was therefore made available and was safely buffered to support testing activities.
In summary, test planning and implementation consistent with the use of the flight system's telemetry downlink is most desirable for supporting both ground pre-launch checkout testing and flight operations. Spacecraft telemetry systems should be designed to be configurable for high-rate "every cycle" GN&C data capture and output for use in ground test verification and troubleshooting. 
GN&C Best Practice #11 Define and document the coordinate frames and the system of units (and associated conversion factors) that are to be employed and rigorously enforce compliance.
The use of a common set of units and coordinate frames is necessary to prevent miscommunication of technical information. The result of miscommunication can vary in severity --from a delay in schedule to resolve any discrepancies, to the cost of reworking ACS components, or to (in the extreme) un-recoverable mission failures due to ACS design errors.
Two systems of units are in common usage on US space programs: metric and English. Individual groups, even within the same company, may use different systems of units because they normally support different customers. The project level systems engineer is responsible for specifying a consistent set of units that will be used throughout the project. The Project Systems Engineer may permit a parameter to also be expressed in a second set of units inserted parenthetically after the standard units, if doing so will improve understanding.
Similarly, a great number of coordinate reference frames are used in the development of space systems. Different disciplines will naturally use different reference frames for detailed analyses of orbit mechanics, attitude control, launch loads etc. Each of the discipline reference frames must have a clearly defined origin of coordinates and orientation with respect to an established standard.
It is sound engineering practice to generate and maintain a Project-controlled document that captures the following GN&C items: 
GN&C Best Practice #12
Stringent attention must be paid to stability considerations such as gain and phase margins, damping ratios, and the choice of gain or phase compensation techniques.
Gain and Phase Margins shall meet or exceed 12db and 45 deg at PDR and 6db and 30 deg at CDR. Data latency of commands to actuators contributes phase lag that must be accounted for. A good practice is to assume a latency of one control computational cycle time interval. If the latency is greater than one computational cycle, then round up to the next highest integer of cycles.
Damping Ratios of all flexible body modes shall be assumed to be no greater than 0.1% of critical damping for typical spacecraft (i.e., bolted or pinned joints), unless analysis or test data demonstrate otherwise. However, for those missions where high precision spacecraft/instrument line-of-sight pointing is required, and low amplitude vibrations are critically important, the damping ratio of all flexible body modes shall be assumed to be no greater than 0.05%, unless analysis or test data demonstrate otherwise. In extreme cases, such as ultra-low temperature cryogenic space platforms, the use of a damping ratio in flexible body analyses of greater than 0.01% should be justified with test and/or analysis data.
Gain Stabilization shall be used for control laws and loop compensation of all flexible-body modes, except in special cases where gain-stabilization is shown to be a severe design driver. The peak amplitude of each gainstabilized flexible-body mode shall not exceed -12 dB in the control system open-loop frequency response. Early in the design phase, the control loop stability analysis should show robustness to variations of +/-10 % in the lowest frequency modes and +/-25 % in the highest frequency modes.
Phase Stabilization:
Flexible-body modes that do not meet the gain-stabilization requirement above shall have phase margin of at least 60 deg over a modal frequency variation of ±25%, with worst-case time delays included. Were Describing Functions used to study the influence of nonlinearities on stability and the possibility of limit cycles? 22. If the control system has multiple inputs and multiple outputs (MIMO), how were the stability margins determined?
GN&C Best Practice #13
Ensure that the analyses of the dynamics in ALL flight phases are understood completely (e.g. aerodynamics,  flexibility, damping, gyrodynamics, plume impingement, moving mechanical assemblies, fluid motion, changes in  mass properties, etc.) .
Satisfactory dynamic performance of spacecraft ultimately depends upon accurate stability and control analyses. Often sophisticated models of the dynamics of the spacecraft, its control system, and the environment are required in order to perform the required analyses. The first step in planning the analysis and simulation campaign is to identify how precise the models will need to be for the pertinent vehicle dynamics and environments (e.g. aerodynamics, magnetic interactions, flexibility, damping, gyro-dynamics, plume impingement, moving mechanical assemblies, fluid motion, changes in mass properties, etc.). Appropriate planning requires early consultation with dynamics and controls engineers who have broad experience on many missions and detailed experience on the specific types of problems that the current mission might encounter.
During the planning phase, preliminary analysis is required to estimate the magnitude of the environmental disturbances in order to size the control actuators and momentum storage devices appropriately. The disturbance environment may differ by many orders of magnitude over the different phases of a mission. Nevertheless it is usually "paper and pencil" analysis that is needed in the early stages of a program rather than computer simulation. The preliminary analysis is often more critical for systems that seem to be the simplest from a control systems point of view. The dynamics of space vehicles that are stabilized by gravity gradient, spinning, or momentum bias can be highly complex and inappropriate model simplifications such as linearization can lead to unstable designs. Nonlinearities and cross-coupling between axes need to be treated with care starting with the preliminary analysis because these phenomena are inherent in the physics; they are not necessarily second order effects that can be added as refinements later. It would be even more dangerous if the detailed performance analysis models used the same simplified assumptions as in a cursory preliminary analysis. Spin stabilized spacecraft often present analytical complications due to energy dissipation, inertia ratio stability constraints, deployment uncertainties, fuel migration and thermally induced asymmetries.
Three-axis stabilized spacecraft with sophisticated attitude determination and control systems may present analytical complications due to non-rigid body dynamics. Prior experience on similar spacecraft usually provides a reasonable basis for estimating how extensive the dynamics analysis and simulation campaign will need to be. Preliminary analysis for three-axis stabilized spacecraft is more likely to be required for unique control system design issues such as controller non-linearities, noise, and timing rather than unknown vehicle dynamics.
Preflight predictions of the performance of GN&C systems are based on simulation because it is so difficult to replicate the space environment in a ground test facility. A Monte Carlo simulation campaign is often used due to the large number of variable parameters (e.g. atmospheric density, gyro noise, thruster valve response times, GPS receiver noise, modal frequencies, damping ratios, etc.) represented in the simulated dynamic model. 9. Describe the process for establishing and validating the model uncertainties.
GN&C Best Practice #14 Make certain that the analyst who develops the math models for the simulation of the GN&C hardware has hands-on familiarity with the hardware being modeled. All unexpected results or anomalies during hardware testing must be explained and/or incorporated into the simulation math model. Similarly all deviations between results from the design simulation and the V & V simulation must be explained.
Skylab, like all space vehicles, was built with careful control of access to keep the vehicle clean, to inventory all material brought inside, and to prevent interference with the assembly and checkout crews. As a result, designers rarely viewed their final product in the as-built condition. Clean room restrictions inhibited the detail designers from examining the hardware, even though several independent reviews had expressed concern about the deployment of the micrometeoroid shield. Consequently the design error that resulted in premature deployment of the shield was not discovered until 63 seconds into ascent when it nearly caused total loss of the mission. An important Lesson Learned was that access to assembly areas should be controlled, but not eliminated.
GN&C systems analysis and simulation studies require detailed models of the guidance and control components (i.e. sensors, electronics, and actuators). The models are developed from component specifications, circuit diagrams, and test results. In the case of sensors and actuators, the models are derived from manufacturer specifications and test results. Models of the electronics are developed by breadboarding and laboratory testing of circuits and components. Test plans and results need to be reviewed by the analyst who develops the model to make certain that the models conform to the hardware as it is actually built. It is highly advisable to have the analyst who develops the math models for the GN&C simulations participate in all the major hardware design reviews as well as witness the hardware acceptance testing and review all test data generated. This will ensure that the analyst has a high level of familiarity with all the idiosyncrasies and behaviors of the GN&C hardware being modeled. The analyst and the test engineer must identify and resolve all test discrepancies. The detection and identification of discrepancies during testing has proved to be crucial to mission success in the past.
The GN&C designers must ensure that they have used adequate dynamic modeling of structural flexibility, plume impingement, outgassing, fuel slosh, nutation, etc. The dynamics and environmental models used in the GN&C design simulations cannot be tested easily in the laboratory. Instead, they are tested against the truth models that were independently derived by the V&V team. The environmental models used in the two simulations can be tested individually by turning off all of the other models of disturbance sources. Similarly, flexible body dynamics can be compared by turning on one flex mode at a time for model validation. In general, the simulation test results will not match perfectly because the models were developed separately, however the sources of the mismatch should be identified. If the mismatch is due to lack of completeness of the design simulation model, then it may need to be modified to provide higher fidelity, which in turn may result in retuning the GN&C system parameters. 
GN&C Best Practice #15 The Truth Model used in Verification of high fidelity simulations must be developed independently from that used in the Design simulation.
Spacecraft contractors have the primary responsibility for performing sufficient stability, control, and dynamics analyses to assure satisfactory dynamic performance of the vehicle. These analyses need to be validated by an independent group in order to assure their completeness and correctness. The formulation of the math models used for verification should be independently derived from those used by the GN&C design engineers. Modeling mistakes are not easily caught. Reusing a model without fully understanding underlying assumptions can be risky. Changes in configuration or flight environment may invalidate the original analysis.
Programs should insist that the analysts document their methodology and assumptions, and compare them against the actual hardware so that errors may be found. Analysis does not negate testing. Component test plans and results must be reviewed to make certain that the models conform to the hardware as it is actually built. Designers should be called back to inspect the products, to see if there are major differences between analysis and implementation.
Polar BEAR (Beacon Experiment and Auroral Research) was a military mission designed to study communications interference caused by solar flares and increased auroral activity. The Polar BEAR spacecraft was gravity-gradient stabilized with an 18.3-m interlocked BISTEM gravity-gradient boom and tip mass, augmented with a constant speed pitch momentum wheel, and a boom-mounted magnetically-anchored eddy-current damper. The spacecraft was built on the Transit-O 17 navigational satellite that was retrieved from the Smithsonian's National Air & Space Museum, where it had been on display for 8 years. It was launched into a near polar orbit on November 14, 1986. For the first few months while the Polar BEAR was in eclipsing orbits, the mission proceeded as designed and its attitude performance was nominal. As it entered its first period of fully sunlit orbit in February 1987, its attitude degraded significantly. The roll, pitch, and yaw angles began oscillating until the satellite finally inverted in May 1987 and stabilized in an upside down attitude.
Previous gravity gradient spacecraft of different design had experienced attitude instabilities but Polar BEAR with its stiffer boom, constant speed wheel and eddy-current damper was expected to be less sensitive to environmental disturbances. However there was no independent truth model to predict Polar BEAR's behavior nor to offer guidance on how to recover from the inversion. Preparations for anomaly recovery should be part of the pre-launch mission planning. Several attempts to re-invert the satellite were undertaken. The third attempt proved to be successful when the momentum wheel was allowed to despin for an orbit before spinning it back to its maximum spin rate. The torque from the wheel in combination with the pitch rate induced from the despinning wheel inverted the satellite and captured it in the desired orientation. Several years later, independent analysis and detailed modeling of the thermal deflection of the boom and coupled system dynamics established that solar heating of the boom was the probable cause of the large-angle attitude motions.
The Polar BEAR anomaly illustrates how unmodelled effects can dramatically perturb a spacecraft's motion. Design changes that were intended to improve the performance of gravity gradient stabilized spacecraft actually introduced unanticipated dynamic interactions that contributed to the on-orbit inversion 
GN&C Best Practice #16
Establish a strong relationship with, and maintain close surveillance of, the GN&C lower-tier component-level (both hardware and software) suppliers.
Establishing solid relationships with, and maintaining close surveillance of, the GN&C hardware and software component suppliers is a Best Practice for both human rated spacecraft and robotic spacecraft developments. However, one would expect that the level of GN&C supplier surveillance would be substantially higher when procuring components for human rated spacecraft versus robotic spacecraft.
The Apollo Program placed an extraordinary emphasis on GN&C component reliability. It was a single-string system with no redundant features, and thus, no fault tolerance. To achieve this unprecedented level of component reliability, a set of extremely rigid and comprehensive quality control processes were developed and applied by NASA on all GN&C parts and components suppliers. To satisfy the need for an ultra-reliable GN&C system, some industrial contractors established special NASA-dedicated production lines, using NASA certified trained assemblers. NASA continuously performed on-site inspections of the GN&C component production lines at selected industrial contractors. At the electronic device level, devices were tested and if a single sample proved defective the entire device lot was quarantined. Failed devices went through detailed teardown and failure analysis to preclude defect migration problems.
Following Apollo, NASA purposefully moved away from a single-string GN&C architectural approach for its human rated spacecraft. Having fault tolerant spacecraft GN&C systems, however, does not mean that NASA has the luxury of relaxing requirements for GN&C component-level reliability. It is expected that the prime industrial contractors of the CxP spacecraft will have the leadership role in procuring GN&C components for their respective vehicles from the lower-tier suppliers. It would be inappropriate, unwise, and complacent for NASA to relinquish to the industry primes the entire responsibility for monitoring and overseeing the component development and production work at the suppliers. 
Best Practice #20
Treat GN&C ground databases, uploads, ground application tools, command scripts/files etc. with the same disciplined care that the GN&C Flight Software code and data are treated.
Engineers who initially conceive and design a GN&C system often do not remain with the program through its entire life. Consequently, the rationale for selection of certain parameters or procedures may not be apparent to spacecraft operators at a later time. Ad hoc changes in the databases or procedures can cause operational errors that may be fatal to the mission. Thorough training and adherence to the established procedures for ground software/database configuration management, documenting change history, version archiving, and peer review is essential for the flight operations team. The Relay Mirror Experiment (RME) provides an example of the need for ground operators to understand the GN&C flight software well enough so that the flight and ground databases can be made compatible. RME started tumbling immediately after launch when attitude determination failed and the momentum wheel was shut off. The ACS shut off because an ephemeris file used in ground test had been left in the flight computer. When a proper ephemeris file was uploaded to the spacecraft, attitude control was restored and the mission went on to success.
Procedural errors by the SOlar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft's Flight Operations Team (FOT)
caused the vehicle to suffer a major "loss of attitude" anomaly in June of 1998 (Reference 4). This anomaly occurred during a planned period of calibrations, maneuvers, and spacecraft reconfigurations. Prior to this anomaly the SOHO FOT had concluded two years of successful science operations. Many SOHO operational procedures, such as those for momentum management, gyro calibration, and science instrument calibration, had been successfully executed over that two-year period. These "housekeeping" procedures were typically grouped together by the flight operations team to minimize the impact on SOHO science downtime. Prior to the anomaly these procedural groups had been executed in discrete blocks over the course of a single twelve-hour operations team shift. This well-established and flight-proven procedural practice was modified just prior to the anomaly. These procedural modifications were part of a larger SOHO operations re-engineering activity intended to reduce operations cost for the SOHO extended mission, to streamline the operations to minimize science downtime, and to conserve gyro life. Specifically the operation had been compressed into a continuous procedural sequence, which required a new command script and first time utilization of paths within modified procedures. The anomaly was, in part, due to an omission in the modified command sequence. This omission resulted in disabling the normal spacecraft Safe Hold Mode functionality. A gyro needed for proper Safe Hold Mode attitude control was not enabled due to the omitted command. A second error in another predefined command sequence caused another gyro, whose output signal was used in on-board fault detection, to be erroneously left in its high gain setting. This error resulted in a gyro-indicated spacecraft roll rate of twenty times greater than the actual rate. As a consequence the onboard fault detection logic placing the SOHO spacecraft into a Safe Hold Mode, a five-hour spacecraft emergency situation ensued during which the SOHO FOT formulated an incorrect diagnosis of the on-orbit state of the spacecraft. Their subsequent response (based upon the faulty diagnosis) resulted in loss of the vehicle's attitude control, followed by loss of command/telemetry communications contact, and then loss of power and thermal control. The joint ESA/NASA mishap investigation board concluded that this SOHO incident was a direct result of operational errors, a failure to adequately monitor spacecraft status, and an erroneous decision which disabled part of the on-board autonomous failure detection. Further, following the occurrence of the emergency situation, the board found that insufficient time was taken by the operations team to fully assess the spacecraft status prior to initiating recovery operations. The board recommended that a comprehensive review of SOHO flight operations be conducted addressing issues in ground procedures, procedure implementation, management structure and process, and ground systems.
